
Quest Industrial Flooring Limited - Specialist Flooring Contractor

Case Study:
Manchester Car Park – February 2017

Brief Description

Quest were contracted to produce a specific flooring refurbishment of the linkways 

car park in Manchester. A project that was specifically challenging as it was to be to 

be carried out in a live environment with limited time. 

Overview

 Quest recommended to the client that a high build, non-slip, resin coating was 

required for the job. The specified system was a Resucoat product with an anti-slip 

additive which would provide an easy to clean, chemical resistant and non-slip finish. 

The high build system is durable, hardwearing, and perfect for use with heavy traffic 

in this environment.

Once the specification was approved Quest quickly acquired the relevant machinery 

to site.  Firstly, Quest began by mechanically preparing the concrete substrate using 

a remote controlled, HTC Duratiq grinder, connected to an HTC vacuum, allowing a 

clean, dust-free operation. Once the floor was prepared, the high build non-slip, 

Resucoat system was roller applied in 2 coats and in 3 phases to allow for public 

access. 

 

Overall the flooring system was created as per the specification and the desired floor 

finish achieved. The job was carried out in a busy live environment where Quest 

adapted to disruptive working conditions. The flooring was installed within a narrow 

timeframe and a successful seamless refurbishment was executed to a very high and 

professional standard; something Quest pride themselves upon every time they are 

specified to carry out work on a project.

If you wish to find out more about quality Flooring for your project, go to our 

website (www.questltd.co.uk), alternatively call us on 01925 737 369 or email 

sales@questltd.co.uk for more information!
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